
Registration form - Nantes Creative Generations 2023

Name of the project : 

Description 
max  2000 signs

Who initiated the project ? Are young people actively involved in the project ?
max 3000 signs

Which are the goals ?

Country  :



Which are the main actions ?
max 3000 signs

How does the project strengthen the notion of "living together" ?

max 2000 signs

What is the budget of the project ?

How far into the project are you? How long should it last ?

max 3000 signs



Who are your partners ? Are you members of any network(s) ? if yes which one(s) ?

Do you have a website, twitter, instagram or any social media for your project ?  If yes, 
could you share the links/names ?

Have you already set up any projects before ? If yes, what kind of project and what did you learn ?

In your previous projects, did you have partners from different countries involved ?



Why are you motivated to participate in the Forum ?

Max 3000 signs

How did you hear about NCG ?

About you
Project leader n°1

Last name

First name

Country
Date of birth

Email adress

In order to reduce the ecological footprint of our event, we offer participants 
an interrail pass. If you do not want this solution, please indicate why here: 

We can reimburse participants who would not be able to use the train (max 400€/person), the reimbursement will be 
made within 6 months after the forum. 

Project leader n°2
Last name

First name

Country

Date of birth

Email address

In order to reduce the ecological footprint of our event, we offer participants an interrail pass. If you 
do not want this solution, please indicate why here: 

We can reimburse participants who would not be able to use the train (max 400€/person), the reimbursement will be made within 6 
months after the forum. 

(student, working, looking for a job...)

What's your status ?

What's your status ?
(Student, working, looking for a job...)



Practical informations

The Forum starts on Tuesday October 24th (evening) and ends on Friday, October 
27th (in the middle of the day).
Exchanges are held in English. 
Catering costs are covered 

For Europeans :

Accommodation is booked from the 24th up to the morning of the 28th and paid for a 
maximum of 2 people per project. 

    An Interrail pass is offered to travel to Nantes (maximum 2 people per project). In case 
it was not possible for participants to use the train, a reimbursement will be offered on 
the basis of 400€ maximum per person (reimbursement within 6 months after the 
forum).

This call for project is open to all young europeans (countries members of the council 
of Europe) aged between 18 to 30 years old. 
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